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About This Game

Heart of the Woods is a fantasy yuri visual novel about paranormal investigation, ancient mysteries, and a love between two girls
that transcends life and death.

Maddie Raines has had enough. After years of serving as manager, editor, and general business-handler for her best friend
Tara's popular paranormal vlog channel, she's finally ready to move forward with her own life. But when she agrees to take one

last trip with Tara to the mysterious village of Eysenfeld, she's suddenly swept up in a dangerous supernatural crisis that will
change the course of both of their lives forever. A strange young woman named Morgan has promised them undeniable proof of

real paranormal phenomena, and what she has to offer eclipses anything they’d ever seen before.

However, out of all the strange occurrences the three of them bear witness to, one in particular captivates Maddie in a way she’s
never been before: the ghost of a young woman. This woman is Abigail, the victim of a centuries-old injustice now bound

eternally to the forest surrounding Eysenfeld. Drawn to Maddie in a way she can’t explain, Abigail reveals herself to another
person for the first time in more than 200 years.
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While Tara and Morgan investigate the mysteries surrounding the village itself, Maddie begins to form a bond with Abigail that
grows to be more intense than any bond she’s felt before. As she learns the truth about Abigail’s death and imprisonment, she
realizes that it falls to her and her friends to break the curse that has ruled over Eysenfeld for centuries. But more importantly

than that, it falls to her to finally free the woman she loves.

A part-time manager, part time video editor, and full-time babysitter, Maddie has the thankless job of handling the absolute
whirlwind that is her best friend.

She’s professional, meticulous and intellectual; the first person to turn to when a problem needs solving. But when their
investigation entangles her in an ancient curse, she's forced to confront phenomena beyond her comprehension, and more

importantly, her own self doubt.
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For the last two centuries, the ghost of a young woman has haunted the forests of Eysenfeld. That ghost is Abigail, a kind and
playful soul forcibly bound to the forest as part of an ancient curse.

Two hundred years of wishing for a life cruelly denied to her have led to a feeling of crushing loneliness and one overwhelming
desire: to finally have someone to talk to.

One of the world’s most popular paranormal vloggers (according to her), Tara is unfailingly charismatic and bursting with
limitless energy. She’s brash, intrepid, and always seeking something new. That often makes her a magnet for trouble: whether
it’s from relentless flirting, minor criminal activities or just plain pig-headedness, things around Tara have a tendency to end in

chaos.
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A loyal Taranormal viewer and the daughter of Eysenfeld’s mayor, Morgan is...different. When not running her small and
mostly empty antique shop, she’s known to disappear into the woods for days at a time. That, combined with her resistance to

traditional social standards, has caused her to develop a bit of a notorious reputation in the village.

However, this resistance is not just an act of rebellion: Morgan knows that there’s something sinister deep within Eysenfeld, and
she’s not going to stop until she tears it out at the roots.

-Incredible character and CG art from Rosuuri
-Fully original backgrounds and soundtrack

-Approximately 130,000 words with multiple endings
-Ending theme from In Love With A Ghost

-Multiple accessibility options
-Steam trading cards

-Extra features including a music room, CG viewer, and guest art gallery
-At least one really, really gay ghost
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This is a very frustrating game to play. Progression is very slow and just when you start getting some tools and equipment made
you die on your way to pick up the equipment you lost when you died a few minutes before and it's all gone! Welcome to
starting from scratch! Add to that a poorly balanced crafting system and just impossibly difficult enemies.... Really cute puzzle
game with lots of beautiful backdrops, silly robots and epic music.. Venice is a puzzle game from casual game company
PopCap. While the company is very familiar to many people, this game is not. It's a hidden gem on the PC platform, and it has a
harsh difficulty curve.

The game centers around Venice, Italy sinking into the waves, and it's up to you, as a random small-ish gondola, to save the
treasures of Venice before all is lost. It's a better story than Bejeweled, but not exactly AAA writing. But, for what it needs to
do, it sets the game up perfectly.

If you've ever played Luxor or Zuma, the game controls essentially like that. Your objective is to match all of the shapes without
letting any fall into the water below. This is where the game can and will screw you over multiple times, by placing nearly
impossible trick shots that rely on pin-point timing and accuracy. It can get frustrating, but you feel a good sense of
accomplishment after completing the level.

The music is up to PopCap standards, as it fits the gameplay very well, and adds to the atmosphere. The visuals do the job, but
show their age. Not too much to the point of looking bad, but enough to notice. I have a reoccuring problem with many of
PopCap's games. It doesn't detect that my graphics card supports hardware acceleration, even though it does. I'm sporting an
AMD Radeon HD 8240, and my old iBook G4 from 2005 supports hardware acceleration. I don't get it, but the game looks nice
even without accelerated graphics.

Overall, I give this game my Seal of Reccomendation. Pick it up if you want an obscure classic. I'm not responsible for any
hardware-related damage you may inflict upon your system.. This game has a lot of potential, but sadly, the controls are too
"Slippery" feeling. Not only that, but a lack of control customisation leads to a very un-natural feel when playing. If the controls
were able to be customised, and gamepad support was properly added (No real option for it, so there's a lot of guesswork with
what does what) then this game would probably feel much better.

I hope this game gets improved upon. Although to me, it feels like a more budget version of Spelunkey with controls that aren't
as good.

It is charming, though, and I think it has potential (As stated before). You expect it to be a dumb, boring game. And it is..
"Gravity Ghost" is a delightful gem. Beneath its pleasant scenery and deceptively simple gameplay, there's a stirring game about
love and loss and shifting heaven and earth - literally - to help your loved ones.

This game has a lot going for it. The art style is magnificent, and has a wonderful hand-drawn storybook feel throughout. The
characters pop and the galaxy dances along. Ben Prunty's soundtrack provides a wonderful counterpoint, feeling spacey and
grand without feeling too isolated, and the voice acting is solid across the board, particularly Ashly Burch's performances.

The gameplay itself has a lot going for it, focusing on physics-based challenges involving the masterful manipulation of gravity.
These challenges feel good on the whole and most of them should be doable within a few tries and there are no consequences
for failure, leaving you encouraged to take another swing at grabbing that star.
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The story is excellent, though I hate to say too much about it for fear of any spoiling that may occur. Settle in and enjoy it.

However, there are some negative aspects to consider as well. First, while the art style is gorgeous and the gameplay animations
are smooth, there are times when the cinematic animations get a bit messy. Maybe this was just my computer, but occasionally a
character's mouth would lag behind when their head was moving. A minor issue, but it brought me out of the universe of the
game for a moment.

Also, while the forgiving gameplay helps prevent frustration, it also contributes to a short playtime - I grabbed all of the stars
and finished the game in under 3 hours. There's still a few more things to explore, but don't expect a 10-hour game going in.
This game gets in, says what it has to say, and gets out.

Along those lines, I'll wrap up this review by encouraging you to give it a try. There's a lot to like in "Gravity Ghost" - I think
you'll be glad you made the trip.
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I bought it for ETS2 and also got it for ATS. I have to say SCS, you are doing an excellent job of keeping a customer happy.

I will expand this review once I get to play it fully, but I wanted to let this be known.

Cheers!. It's like a single player Hearthstone. Very fun deck building game, highly recommended.. Steam video error. Didn't
even use any of these guns that I know of. For me it was all about the taser, the silenced pistol and the melee kills.. For me, Star
Nomad is an underrated little gem! It takes all the things that make the 2D action\/shooter genre great, and condenses them into
a simple yet crazy fun experience. You can make your fortune as a miner, trader or even a pirate (Be warned, betraying
everyone doesn't end well :P), but cracking on with the story was the most fun for me. Took me around 30 hours to beat it,
which considering the price, is a bargain...

Dont let the simple nature of this game fool you, it becomes very challenging as you progress. Early game is all about earning
credits and upgrading your ship. Late game is much more about tactical piloting and loadout (and spamming the X key). Some
battles might seem too difficult, but keep at it. Theres nothing more satisfying than battling through a dozen battleships with a
lone frigate.

Though this game might not be for everyone, if you're into retro style 2D space shooters with simple mechanics, and are willing
to rise up to the challenge of restoring peace to the universe (or not), then pick it up and give it a go. I did and I thoroughly
enjoyed it.

Now to uncover the myth of the nude key combo.... If you happen to love old pen and paper rpgs, but don't have the time or
can't find a group this kind of game is ideal. Very short, but extremely replayable. This makes it a very good time killer once
you've figured the game out, and need to fill a half hour or so.

It's really not kidding when it says you can be anything, while you have to be an arcane magic user of some definition the story
doesn't restrict you from being anything else. Along the well worn set path of the classic three part story arc you may find a
particularly dastardly player character can lecture highwaymen on their job preformance or a noble's child might get special
treatment. You could try dabbling in divine magics or leaning heavily on physical attributes or talking out problems whenever
possible. Your every act ripples out into the story and after nearly fifty hours of this thing I'm still finding new options and new
ways to live a wizards life.

So, yeah, this is cool. :). Not a good platformer, honestly no point diving in here unless you're a hardcore achievement hunter.
Way too many other games of this nature that are worth your time compared to this one. Wonky, awkwardly-floaty controls
leave you feeling disappointed.. This game is difficult and sometimes feels near impossible! I love all the time I've played with it
but the rage of the spinning fireball things has overcome me too much! this game is definetly made with love and I believe it
deserves more attention then it's actually getting.
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